PASSION FASHION
Enjoy a hilarious introduction to Fashion by our
resident expert ‘Libersace’ – Learn about
Fashion by viewing our slideshow featuring past
fashion masterpieces, a what not to wear guide
and what’s hot in fashion today (the content of
the script for this introduction can be altered to
suit your requirements).
Each Fashion House (Team) will then work on
producing their own collection of clothing using
props and materials supplied. (The total number
of outfits in each collection will be dependant on time available but we recommend a
minimum of 3 be made).

Then devise a slogan/Advertisement to sum up your collection, take place in a fashion
shoot and strut your funky stuff on the catwalk!
Later at the themed Gala Dinner the collections and photo-shoot pictures will be
displayed and awards given to the various category winners. (The photos will be
compiled onto a CD-rom after the event and sent to you)
Passion Fashion Quiz
Using our extensive database of trivia questions we will compile a quiz as an
additional fun activity which your guests can complete either as they travel by coach
to the venue or as part of the after dinner entertainment compared by our ‘Comic
Fashion Guru’. Budget permitting we can even supply models dressed in a mixture of
period and modern ‘costumes’ to appear during this quiz!
Here are a few examples of the many questions you can choose from, all of which
have a multiple choice or True / False answer method:
When was the first electric hair cutter used?
In the 18th Century is was fashionable to wear fake eyebrows made from what?
In 1893, Marie Tucek patented a ‘breast supporter’ that was most like our bra today.
Instead of cups for the breasts, it had what?
According to some scientists, what might be the advantage of redheads?
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